What does $47 mean to you?

15 1/2 Tall & Strong Americanos
AIAS
AN “EXTRA SHOT” AT SUCCESS
wake up to the possibilities!

TAKE FLIGHT
KNOW YOUR VALUE
FOSTER A CULTURE
DESIGN YOUR PATH
EXPAND YOUR NETWORK
ENCOURAGE
CREATE SOMETHING THAT MATTERS
A COLLECTIVE
INTO REALITIES
BE IMMERSED IN CULTURE
REALIZE YOUR POTENTIAL
BE YOU
DESIGN-BUILD
HONORS & AWARDS
CREATE CHANGE
BUILD YOUR PORTFOLIO
YOUR SEAT AT THE TABLE
THE AIAS
2 MONTHS OF ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD

WHAT DOES $47 MEAN TO YOU?
$47

WHAT DOES...

1/50 OF A MACBOOK PRO

...MEAN TO YOU?
AIAS

DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS

"IRL" = in real life

TAKE FLIGHT
KNOW YOUR VALUE
FOSTER A CULTURE
DESIGN YOUR PATH
EXPAND YOUR NETWORK
HONORS & AWARDS
FBD
ENCOURAGE
CREATE SOMETHING THAT MATTERS
A COLLECTIVE
POSSIBILITIES
INTO REALITIES
BE IMMERSED IN CULTURE
REALIZE YOUR POTENTIAL
BE YOU
DESIGN-BUILD
HONORS & AWARDS
BUILD YOUR PORTFOLIO
CREATE CHANGE
YOUR SEAT AT THE TABLE
THE AIAS